
WISDOM FROM THE SPIRIT 
An exposition of 1 Corinthians 2:6-16 

at West Hills Evergreen on October 29, 2017 

INTRODUCTION: 

PROBLEM: We tend to think of true wisdom as something discovered by us, as something we 
have come to possess by virtue of our superior intellect, or our superior perspective, or superior 
reading list, our superior life experiences. And we tell ourselves if everyone just knew what I 
knew, they would think what I think and feel how I feel. And the hilarious thing about that is that 
we have no idea if that is actually true or not. In fact the people who disagree with you about 
whatever the issue is…are thinking the exact same thing. But we put our faith in the idea that we 
have come to understand things as they TRULY are and everyone who disagrees with us is 
stupid…and as we walk by faith in that idea something happens in our souls. 
 We find ourselves looking down our noses at others. We find ourselves angry and 
frustrated at the perceived failings of others…we begin forgetting our own failings and our own 
need for patience and compassion. As we walk by faith in ourselves and our own 
understanding…we begin to harden with pride. We become incapable of hearing people who 
think differently than us, and our view of what truly matters becomes more and more narrow, 
more and more confined by the isolating prison of intellectual self-absorption. People do this 
whether they are educated or uneducated, young or old, rich or poor, smart or simple. There is 
something about human nature that pulls like gravity in that direction. 
 Every generation! The tendency may wear different clothing but it’s always there. And so 
is the inclination to insist that everyone ELSE is like that but ME I’M NOT. And so this pride 
and bitterness takes root and grows. And makes us feel superior in our own mind…but it isolates 
people from each other, it harms relationships…it produces tribes that exist in a perpetual state of 
animosity against each other…and from off in the distance comes a gentle voice echoing across 
the plane of history…saying “wisdom is justified by her offspring” (Lk 7:35). Jesus says you 
have your opinions…you have your assumptions…you have all your expectations about what is 
and what ought to be but at the end of the day whether wisdom is TRUE OR FALSE will be 
judged by what it produces. What it does in people and to societies. And we look around at our 
world…and we look at ourselves and we try to ask objectively what has our wisdom and our 
pride and our faith in our own understanding produced? Something worth loving and preserving? 
Wisdom is justified or condemned by her offspring the Son of God taught. 
 And when He walked among us…He began speaking of another wisdom, one that had 
the opposite effect in every way, of all other wisdom that has emerged from the mind of men. He 
spoke of a wisdom that humbles instead of hardens…that opens us instead of closes us…that 
intensifies joy instead of sapping us of joy…that doesn’t erect walls between people but rips 
walls down…where did he teach us to go if we want to understand that wisdom? He taught us to 
go to a hill outside of Jerusalem, to look at the God of love crucified, and to ask the Spirit means. 

MAIN POINT: True wisdom is revealed by God’s Spirit, so humble yourself and be 
transformed. 



SETTING THE CONTEXT: We will be continuing today in Paul’s first letter to the church in 
Corinth, please open your bible to first Corinthians chapter 2. And let’s bring our minds back into 
the context of this letter…back into a cultural situation that dealt with all the same things I 
described in my introduction, just wearing different clothing.  
 Four years before this letter was written, there were NO Christians in the city of Corinth. 
Paul went there alone, preached the gospel of the Crucified King…and many people turned from 
their life of sin, from a life of faith in themselves to a life of faith in Christ. And a thriving little 
church was formed there. But as time passed, and the people continued…the familiar tug of pride 
was beginning to pull on members of the Corinthian church. Individuals in the church were 
beginning to drift into tribes based on WHO they thought was the best and wisest teacher among 
the apostles and leaders. And having formed their tribes they were beginning to look down on 
one another…they were beginning to puff themselves in pride over and against one another…and 
Paul hears about this. And picks up his pen and begins to write this letter. 
 And by way of an extended introduction in chapters 1-2, he has been laying out a 
systematic argument for why this kind of behavior and these kinds of attitude are completely out 
of step…out of resonance with the gospel of Jesus Christ. First he argued that Christ is one and 
cannot be divided therefore His people should not give themselves such immediate freedom to 
divide from one another on the basis of who is wisest. Second he pointed out that the nature of 
the gospel message was meant to look foolish to the proud and offensive to the religious on 
purpose. God did this on purpose so that only those who were humble, only the poor in spirit 
could enter the kingdom of God. If God isn’t about looking wise to the world why are you so 
into looking wise. Third, Paul says…look you guys weren’t even that smart in the first place…
or reputable…or rich…and God chose you on purpose to make the point that the gospel isn’t 
something you are going to be smart enough or wise enough to figure out through your great 
wisdom. Finally in chapter 2:1-5 he has made the point that even he in his ministry was not 
interested in looking wise to others. He came speaking simply, preaching the gospel of grace and 
salvation…with fear and trembling before the Lord. And when He did that God Himself showed 
up. God showed up in the presence of the Holy Spirit and demonstrated His power by 
transforming you individually and forming you into a new community with new values, and new 
allegiances…to the God who saved you and calls you to walk in love as Christ did.  
 If the gospel isn’t about God wanting to look wise…you weren’t called into the kingdom 
because you were particularly wise…and I didn’t come to you trying to appear wise…why are 
you suddenly all about puffing yourself up against one another. But now he transitions…it’s not 
that he’s against wisdom period. Paul wasn’t an anti-intellectual. He was against false wisdom…
but he was FOR true wisdom. Let’s humble our minds and open our hearts for the reading of the 
Word of the Lord… 

READING: Yet among the mature we do impart wisdom, although it is not a wisdom of this age 
or of the rulers of this age, who are doomed to pass away. [7] But we impart a secret and hidden 
wisdom of God, which God decreed before the ages for our glory. [8] None of the rulers of this 
age understood this, for if they had, they would not have crucified the Lord of glory. [9] But, as it 
is written, “What no eye has seen, nor ear heard, nor the heart of man imagined, what God has 



prepared for those who love him”— [10] these things God has revealed to us through the Spirit. 
For the Spirit searches everything, even the depths of God. [11] For who knows a person's 
thoughts except the spirit of that person, which is in him? So also no one comprehends the 
thoughts of God except the Spirit of God. [12] Now we have received not the spirit of the world, 
but the Spirit who is from God, that we might understand the things freely given us by God. [13] 
And we impart this in words not taught by human wisdom but taught by the Spirit, interpreting 
spiritual truths to those who are spiritual. 
 [14] The natural person does not accept the things of the Spirit of God, for they are folly 
to him, and he is not able to understand them because they are spiritually discerned. [15] The 
spiritual person judges all things, but is himself to be judged by no one. [16] “For who has 
understood the mind of the Lord so as to instruct him?” But we have the mind of Christ. 

PRAYER: God Almighty, we desire true wisdom. We don’t want to think about the world and 
about each other in a way that produces arrogance and strife, that produces distance and 
isolation, that produces sin. Lord we confess that all of us do this and have done this…looked 
down on others…please forgive us. I pray that you would help us to see the wisdom of Christ 
crucified, help us to love that wisdom and help us to walk in that wisdom for the good of our 
souls, for the benefit of our neighbors…and most important for your glory O God. I pray in the 
name of our Crucified and Risen Lord Jesus, Amen. 

ROAD MAP: 1.) What true wisdom is, 2.) how we acquire it and what it is for, 3.) and how our 
response to true wisdom teaches us about ourselves. 

WHAT TRUE WISDOM IS…eternal…heavenly…inaccessible to the human intellect…a 
matter of life and death…a matter of damnation or eternal glory… 
1. So let’s jump right into verse 6. Paul begins with the word “yet”. He wants to qualify 

everything he is just been saying. In his attempt to undermine the Corinthian boasting in 
their own wisdom over and against each other…he wants to avoid a potential over correction 
in the other direction. Yes the gospel has been rejected as folly by the so called wise person 
of this age…but that doesn’t mean God hasn’t revealed profound wisdom in the cross. 

2. And to be clear, the wisdom he is referring to in verse 6 is not some vague notion of how to 
engage the many circumstances of life with proper judgement. He is still talking about Christ 
the crucified king.  
1. Chapter 1:30 says “Christ Jesus, who became to us wisdom from God, righteousness, 

sanctification, and redemption, so that as it is written let the one who boasts boast in the 
Lord.”  

2. In the first 5 verses of chapter 2 he was arguing that when he came preaching the wisdom 
of Christ, he didn’t do it with “wisdom of word” which I have argued multiple times 
refers to manipulative rhetoric which was common in Corinth. Paul wasn’t interested in 
winning the argument…He was interested in heralding the message of His king. 

3. But now we get to verse 6 and he begins to clarify…just because I didn’t come teaching this 
with wisdom of word…just because the wise of this age rejected Christ as folly…just 
because the religious rejected him as a stumbling block…don’t think for one second that His 



life death and resurrection is not meant to transform your entire way of thinking about the 
world…down to the most basic bones of your worldview. 

4. Paul says: Yet among the mature we do impart wisdom though it’s not a wisdom of this age. 
Who are “the mature”? The greek word that our translation has brought into english as 
“mature” is teleiois, from the word TELOS…which means fulfill, complete, perfect, or adult 
so on. And it has been pointed out in the academic literature of the last 100 years or so that 
this word “teleiois” was often used in the so called mystery cults in Graeco Roman society. 
The word was used to describe initiates, or newly trained members who had been brought 
into the inner circle of these secret societies and, because they had attained a certain level of 
knowledge/wisdom, were granted the right to participate in their sacred spiritual rites.  
1. And Paul grabs that word and uses it here. A word that would have been familiar to them 

whether they had ever participated in a mystery cult or not. But he does something 
fascinating with the term. He says among the teleiois, we do impart wisdom…and then 
he compares the teleiois with the wise of this age and the rulers of this age who are 
doomed to pass away. 

2. Here is what I’m saying…when Paul says I do impart wisdom among the mature…he 
isn’t saying that there are a bunch of immature Christians that I don’t talk about the 
wisdom of the cross with and a elite class of Christians that I DO…share this wisdom 
with. He is deliberately using a common Corinthian term that typically denotes 
superiority of one against others on the basis of wisdom…and says all of you are mature 
if you have believed the hidden wisdom of God revealed in Christ…but you are mature 
over against the wisdom of the world…not over and against each other.  

3. This comparison between the wisdom that comes from God in Christ, and the wisdom 
that emerges from the world is going to become increasingly stark as our passage goes 
one. But what I want you to see is that the mature who receive wisdom are not set in 
contrast to the immature Christian who does not receive wisdom…but in contrast to the 
wisdom of this age and the rulers of this age. 

4. And Paul deliberately uses a very specific term that would have been familiar to the 
Corinthians to underline the point that there is no such thing as a spiritual elite within the 
church. When you look at someone with gifts that you wish you had…or does things you 
wish you did…or conversely you look at someone who doesn’t know what you think 
they ought to know…or do the things you think they ought to be doing…right or 
wrong…it’s not because you are worse or better in the sight of God. It’s not because you 
are on spiritual varsity and they are junior varsity. That way of thinking has no place 
among God’s people. Now I’m not saying that there are not differences in maturity 
between Christians. In chapter 3 Paul is going to address that issue. But that’s not what 
he is saying here. What is he saying here…? 
1. God’s church is not a high school…it’s a family…and our perfect Father has no 

favorite son, except Jesus Christ. We don’t come to our Father’s table as good people 
and bad people…we all come as broken creatures…filled with sin…we all come as 
starving pilgrims weakened by our pilgrimage…we comes as rebels and beggars…
hungry and thirsty to the God of mercy.  



2. And when we come to His table we are confronted with the Crucified one…who 
became a creature and was broken…who committed no sin but who suffered under 
God’s wrath for it…He never rebelled but was crucified as an enemy of the state, 
who possessed everything yet emptied himself of all of it to cry out from the cross I 
thirst…so that we could be filled with Good Things by the God of heaven. 

3. And here at the table…there is no A class and B class…there are weak and trembling 
sinners who come hoping for mercy…and whom God greets warmly as sons as 
daughters…there are tiny insignificant rebels whom God calls holy and beloved 
because Christ died to take away our sins and rose to grant us new life. Praise God. 

5. Back to verse 6…so mature means all Christians…and among the mature we do impart 
real…life transforming wisdom…but it is not a wisdom of this age or of the rulers of this age 
who are doomed to pass away. When Paul speaks of the wisdom and the rulers of this age he 
most likely has in view the full gamut of the forces that oppose God in the world.  
1. He is probably thinking of the earthly rulers…Pilate the Roman Prefect who condemned 

Christ to crucifixion…and Caiaphas the Jewish high priest who conspired to bring the 
crucifixion about. But he is likely also thinking of the spiritual forces of darkness who 
worked to bring this about through these human agents. You may remember in the gospel 
of Luke that Luke points out that it was Satan who put it in the heart of Judas to betray 
the Lord. 

2. For Paul and the apostles, they didn’t see a world of disconnected individuals and gods 
who loosely and only occasionally interacted. They saw a world in the grips of two 
opposing kingdoms…the kingdom of God that had broken in through Christ, and the 
kingdom of darkness that opposed God and His purposes…and you belonged to one or 
the other. The wisdom of this age and the rulers of this age were part of a transcendent 
and collective evil…in which evil forces operate…and use human agents to establish evil 
and oppressive structures within the world that oppose God. 

6. But here is what Paul is driving at…there are two wisdom’s in the world. I’m not against true 
wisdom I’m against false wisdom. False wisdom leads us to reject God and to reject his 
ways…but here is the good news…false wisdom is doomed. False wisdom is going to pass 
away. This whole business about Christians being on the wrong side of history with regards 
to moral issues is utter nonsense. Have you ever read history!?!  
1. All of the so called wisdom of our age is really not that different than the so called 

wisdom of the ages that have passed. Things have seemed so right to a generation…
kingdoms have seemed so powerful…ideas seemed so incontrovertible…movements 
seemed so unstoppable…but as the kingdoms of this world have risen and fallen…as the 
ideas of the world have come and gone…the CRUCIFIED ONE has remained… 

2. And it doesn’t matter if someone were to hit me over the head with a stone for saying 
that…it wouldn’t make it any less true. 

7. So if Paul isn’t interested in false wisdom…what is the true wisdom with which he is 
concerned. Verse 7, he says we impart a secret and hidden wisdom of God…Paul says I’m 
interested in what God has to say to us…not what the wise of the world have to say. 

8. He says we impart a secret and hidden wisdom of God, which God decreed before the ages 
for our glory. God’s wisdom isn’t secret and hidden in the sense that he has this knowledge 



and he hides it from us so we can’t figure it out. In fact the Greek grammar implies the exact 
opposite. It’s not secret because God is stiff arming us…it’s secret because our proud human 
faculties are to self centered and egotistical to rise to rise above our own sinful ways of 
thinking. We go if God is real…if God is good he needs to prove it to me. And it never even 
occurs to us what a monstrous exaltation of self that is against the maker of heaven and 
earth. 

9. But God has revealed Himself…He has demonstrated his goodness, and this demonstration 
of presence and goodness was primarily manifested in the life, death and resurrection of 
Jesus Christ. And look at what he says here…this coming of Jesus Christ what was not an 
accident…it was not a response to something that happened in the world after creation…He 
says we impart a hidden wisdom of God…it’s God’s idea…which he decreed…that is 
determined before hand would happen…God decreed before the ages…that is eternity past…
for our glory…that looks ahead to eternity future. 

10. So there are two kinds of wisdom. There is the kind of wisdom that is of this age and of the 
rulers of this age which is doomed to pass away…and then there is wisdom from God which 
has been established in eternity…verse 8 there is a wisdom from this world that leads people 
to crucify the Lord of glory…back to verse 7 and there is a wisdom from God that results in 
our eternal glory. 
1. Think about this for a second. When Paul thinks of the rulers of this age who 

misunderstood who is he thinking of? Pontius Pilate the Roman prefect…and Caiaphas 
the High Priest of Israel. He is thinking of the leader of the truest religion on planet earth 
at the time, Judaism…and the governor of the most powerful empire the world had ever 
seen. And these two entities in their collective wisdom…when they were confronted by 
the love of God in the face of Jesus Christ…they decided the right thing to do was to 
murder Him despite his innocence and in the most cruel and heinous way possible. 

2. When the wisdom of this age meets the wisdom that comes from God it finds nothing 
that meets it’s standards. If your smart…you demand someone who fits into your 
worldview…if you are moral you demand someone who fulfills your standard of 
morality…and God will do neither. The wisdom of this world will meet nothing but the 
disarming weakness of the crucified One…whose blood speaks both condemnation and 
mercy to all of us… 

3. Christ crucified says you are guilty…you are more guilty than anyone on earth knows 
except for God…you have had thoughts and feelings that you would not utter to your 
closest friend…and God has seen it all your guilty. But here is Christ…God’s offering of 
mercy and cleansing for all of it. Here is Christ crucified…who will heal your 
brokenness…who will restore you before God’s sight…who transform you into a new 
creation. 

11. At the cross…Rome believed it was establishing it’s proud dominion over the kingdom of 
God…they were saying he got out of line and looked what happened to him. Never get out 
of line again. At the cross the rulers of Israel believed that they were securing their claim to 
religious power over the temple…saying never question our authority in interpreting Torah 
ever again…but it was at that very cross that Christ secured his victory.  



12. It is at that very cross that God in all his mysterious wisdom was both condemning sin and 
forgiving it…Christ was being humiliated and exalted…the Lord was being forsaken AS he 
reconciled…the Lord Jesus was being both dishonored and glorified. Jesus is the Lord of 
glory Jesus is the wisdom and power of God. These are things that would never could never 
arise from the mind and the wisdom of a creature…this is something that needed to be 
revealed in the crucifixion of our Lord. 

13. That is what is meant by the old testament citation in verse 9…as it is written, what no eye 
has seen, nor ear heard, nor the heart of man imagined, what God has prepared for those who 
love him…” Is that talking about something still to come in the future? No. Verse 10…these 
things of which I just spoke God HAS REVEALED to us through the Spirit. 

So what is true wisdom? True wisdom comes from God not from the minds of men…it is 
eternal…it must be revealed to us…and it has eternal implications…we either accept it resulting 
in glory…or we reject it resulting in us hating and wanting to destroy the Lord, which will lead 
to eternal damnation. And if we want this wisdom if we want to understand this wisdom…the 
first step is pretty simple…what God has prepared he has prepared at the end of verse 9 for who? 
For those who love him. You start by simply saying…I don’t want to hate you…I want to love 
you…teach me. This is the beginning of wisdom…the fear of the Lord. The desire for the Lord. 
But let’s look much more quickly at verse 10-12…how does this work then…I pray teach me 
then what happens. 

How we acquire wisdom and what it’s for…it must be revealed by the Holy Spirit…the Spirit 
is uniquely qualified for this…and he can take us uniquely deep into the heart of the trinity…His 
goal is to take you deeper into the knowledge of God’s cruciform love 
1. This next section is truly amazing…and is meant to completely shake our categories 

concerning God’s living presence among us. Paul says in verse 10 that these things God has 
revealed to us through the Spirit…that is the Holy Spirit. 

2. So I go in my mind to the cross…I look at the love of God crucified for sinners…and I say 
teach me…and God in His mercy comes to us in the power of the Spirit and begins opening 
our minds to understand. LISTEN TO ME…every single thing, is the implication here…
every single thing you have ever understood about God and the gospel has come to you as a 
gift from the Holy Spirit. These things aren’t figured out…they are revealed.  

3. There is the intuitive contexts in which this is true…when you read your bible and your mind 
and heart are opened to the majesty of God that you find there. But then there are the times 
you are singing “now why this fear and unbelief…has not the Father put to grief…his 
precious son for us? Will now the righteous judge of men…condemn me for that debt of sin 
now cancelled at the cross? Jesus…all my trust is in your blood.” And that truth sinks deeper 
into the crevices of your soul as you sing. When that happens…that is not happening because 
Patrick is good at guitar. Even though Patrick is good at guitar. That isn’t happening because 
of something that man is doing…when the truth of God is revealed to you in a deeper and 
more meaningful way it is a gift from the Holy Spirit. The Spirit is doing that. 

4. What about when you are looking out at the mighty ocean and you see the wave heaving and 
breaking with incredible force…and it dawns on you…dude God made this…this awesome 
and terrifying force is like a drop of water in the hand of the Almighty…and you worship…



even that…is revealed to you through the Spirit. What am I saying…I am saying that 
moment by moment…day by day…year by year your growth in the knowledge of God has 
come by the living dynamic presence of God’s Spirit within you. 

5. Your growth in the knowledge of God has come by the power of a person who you cannot 
manipulate or control but who desires your spiritual welfare and desires to reveal more of 
Christ to you. You know what that should do? 
1. It should cause you to say thank you. Thank you Holy Spirit. Thank you for the greatest 

of your gifts. If I had prophecy and tongues and all wisdom as to know all mysteries but 
you did not reveal the love of God to my heart I would basically have nothing. 

2. Before I say anything else about the Spiritual gifts in the book of 1 Corinthians…I/we 
need to be clear about this…the greatest gift of the Holy Spirit is the wisdom of God in 
the life death and resurrection of Christ revealed to us by him. I could never preach 
another sermon for the rest of my life…but if I have Christ and the God-given capacity to 
recognize the glory of his death in my place for my sins…and His resurrection as the first 
fruits of the life to come I have lost nothing. I have everything…because I have Him…
thank you Spirit of God. 

6. This is how we acquire wisdom in the knowledge of God…the Spirit comes and reveals it to 
us…but what is this wisdom for? Well first Paul is going to make the point that the Spirit is 
uniquely qualified to impart this wisdom to us…He says “For the spirit searches 
everything…even the depths of God. For who knows a persons thoughts except the spirit of 
that person which is in him? So also no one comprehends the thoughts of God except the 
Spirit of God.” 
1. You and I both know that there are thoughts that we have that we have never shared with 

another person…we have an unexpressed thought life and an expressed thought life…it’s 
not necessarily bad. In my life right now…I sometimes spend the day in my office 
reflecting on what Paul means in this text by the depths of God…and basically spend the 
day beholding glory…but when I get home it’s virtually impossible to get a thought out 
because 3 year olds aren’t really interested in listening to dad develop a complex 
theological idea over a two hour period.  

2. So these things just kind of stay in my head. And no one ever asks me about them…so 
they just stay inside. But I can see inside myself and the Spirit of God can see inside 
me…and I’m sure I will get to share all of it eventually over a lifetime of preaching and 
teaching. 

3. And the same is also true of the Spirit with the Father. The Spirit searches the heart of 
God…that is such a profound statement…the Holy Spirit loves the Father…the way you 
would be interested and excited to talk with someone you love and enjoy…the triune 
God is like that within Himself. 

4. But the point Paul is making is to further establish what has already been said…the 
wisdom that proceeds from the depths of God is only understood by the Spirit…that is 
why we are dependent on His revelation. And the reason in the context that he is 
stressing this is to make the point that WISDOM in the kingdom of God is not something 
we boast about. It’s not something we use to compare ourselves to others. If you are 
further ahead in your understanding of the knowledge of God in Christ…it’s not because 



you are smarter than the rest of us…it’s because the Spirit has revealed more to you. The 
Spirit has given you more by his grace. And if you have more YOU AREN’T 
SUPPOSED TO KEEP IT YOURSELF…it’s not FOR YOU ultimately…it’s for us…for 
the church…look what it says in verse 12 Now we have not received the spirit of the 
world…but the Spirit who is from God, that we might understand the things freely given 
us by God. 

7. Notice all of the plural language…we have received the Spirit who is from God…who is we 
in Paul’s mind? Well who has the Spirit? Answer the church…all those who love God and 
put their faith in Christ to save them and make them new. We have the Spirit of God that WE 
MIGHT understand the things freely given us by God. He could have said…we have the 
Spirit of God that YOU might understand…but instead he said..we have the Spirit that WE 
might understand. Paul the apostle to the gentiles says there is no a class and b class 
Christians…there is a people in whom the Holy Spirit dwells and all of us have need to 
benefit from each other. 

8. And look at what the Spirit is doing in HIs people. We have the Spirit from God THAT WE 
MIGHT…that’s a purpose clause…understand the things freely given us by God. What was 
freely given to us by God? What was freely given to us is Christ and Him crucified…what 
was given to us was a calling into the benefits of his life death and resurrection.  
1. The Spirit wants to take us into the depths of God’s gracious heart from which springs 

his choosing us before the foundation of the world…his adopting us into His own 
family…his redeeming us by the blood of his own son…his renewing us by the life that 
comes through the Spirit…his keeping and protecting us through His heavenly reign…
his ministering to us from his throne of mercy…his praying for us as our great high 
priest…and his preparing for us a new heaven and new earth where righteousness dwells 
and his promises to us that we will be raised with Him in glory to be everything God 
intended us to be as creatures in His image…and far far more. 

2. Jonathan Edwards once explained this former glory that would one day be restored in a 
sermon entitled The Spirit of charity, the opposite of a selfish spirit. He said that the ruin 
of humanity that came at Adam’s fall, consisted in him losing the noble and benevolent 
principles of his nature…and falling wholly under the power and government of self-
love. He said God created man to reflect God’s character to the world…he created Adam 
to be noble, exalted and generous. But at the fall he collapsed like a star inwardly. 
Edwards says “the mind of man shrank from it’s primitive greatness and expandedness to 
an exceeding smallness and contractedness. He says before his nature was governed by 
divine love…which had an enlarged comprehension of all his fellow creatures and their 
welfare, and had a heart and mind filled with wonder at the greatness and glory of it’s 
creator. 

9. But at the fall these principles were largely lost. Man became self-centered…and rather than 
greeting the world like this (arms open), his concern became mostly inward such that he 
began greeting the world like this (arms crossed)…At the fall the greatness and largeness of 
soul God intended for his creatures was gone…and man’s vision of his purpose shriveled 
into something selfish and small…something narrow and ugly…something lonely and afraid.  



10. But the Spirit of God has revealed Christ and Him crucified to begin restoring what was lost. 
The Spirit wants to glorify God to us…that is reveal more and more of the full weight of 
who He is that we might better and better understand what He has given us…what He has 
made us for…what He is making us into…and how we can begin imaging that in the world 
now. Wisdom from the Spirit doesn’t make us feel superior to others…wisdom from the 
Spirit makes God feel more and more superior to us.  

11. And this wisdom…rather than causing us to despise each other…causes us to want others to 
behold this same glory…to know this great King and His great mercy and love that they too 
would be transformed by the knowledge of Him. 

12. The Spirit dwells in our midst revealing these things to us so that WE collectively might 
better know God in His trinitarian glory. In knowing Him we ourselves would be 
transformed as a community. That we would as individuals would be transformed into 
creatures that better reflect the glory of God…the mercy of God the love of God the justice 
of God…the grace of God towards each other…towards our children…towards our 
neighbors toward the world. 

This is how we acquire wisdom and what it’s for…it is revealed by the Spirit to us…that we 
might know God and be transformed by Him. Praise the Lord. Now let’s quickly close with the 
final point…how we respond to this wisdom from God teaches us about ourselves. And this is a 
simple point so I wont linger. 

HOW WE RESPOND REVEALS WHO WE ARE 
1. Paul says in verse [13] And we impart this in words not taught by human wisdom but taught 

by the Spirit, interpreting spiritual truths to those who are spiritual. [14] The natural person 
does not accept the things of the Spirit of God, for they are folly to him, and he is not able to 
understand them because they are spiritually discerned. [15] The spiritual person judges all 
things, but is himself to be judged by no one. [16] “For who has understood the mind of the 
Lord so as to instruct him?” But we have the mind of Christ. 

2. The contrast here is between the spiritual person (that is someone who has the Spirit) and the 
natural person, someone who does not have the Holy Spirit. And Paul is really clear…the 
words of this book…are not words of human wisdom…they come from the Spirit of God…
and as I interpret them to you…Paul says, people who have the Spirit are fed and nourished 
as though the words were bread and wine for the body…but those who do not have the Spirit 
consider these things folly. They can’t understand it Paul says…because it is spiritually 
discerned…or to say that a different way…they must be revealed to you by the Holy Spirit. 

3. When it says the Spiritual person judges all things but himself is judged by know one…the 
spiritual person is set in contrast to the natural person…he is talking about tChristians and 
non-christians…a christian is someone who has spent time in both kingdoms…the kingdom 
of this world and the kingdom of God…you know what it’s like to love sin AND to love 
righteousness. Therefore you are capable of rendering judgement in both spheres…where the 
same is not true of a non-christian.  

4. If you’ve never experienced the grace of God…the power and healing of His forgiveness…
the wisdom and blessing of His commandments…you are in on position to offer a critique of 
the rightness or wrongness of a Christian’s application of it. The christian will be judged by 



no one…of the world I believe he means…because the next statement is “For who has 
understood the mind of the Lord so as to instruct Him?” And of course the answer is no one 
can rise to the level of understanding that they can render judgments on God…but those to 
whom the Spirit has revealed the wisdom of God they will have the mind of Christ. But we 
have the mind of Christ. We do have a level of understanding of God. 

5. Now that phrase at the conclusion here is supposed to be the haymaker of this argument. A 
haymaker is a heavy punch with your strong arm. 

6. Everything he has said up to this point has been trying to make the point that you should not 
puff yourselves up against each other on the basis of false wisdom. You should instead 
embrace true wisdom and let it transform you. And it will transform you because when you 
enter into a relationship with Jesus Christ you start becoming like Him. And if you start 
becoming like him you will take on the mindset that he had. 

7. This phrase the “the mind of Christ” is used only one other place in Paul’s writing. And 
when he uses it in the book of Philippians it is to make a very similar point to the one he is 
making here. In Phil 2:3 it says Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit but in humility 
count others more significant than yourselves. Let each of you look not only to his own 
interests but also to the interests of others. Have this mind among yourselves which is your 
in Christ Jesus…look at Christ on His cross…and ask the Spirit to teach you. 

8. Paul says wisdom from God, revealed by the Spirit is calling you to have the mindset of 
Christ…the natural person sees Christ laying down his rights, his comforts, his glory for the 
benefit of others and sees folly…what a wasted life…but the Spirit reveals that following 
Jesus and HIs example is the way back to the largeness of soul…the greatness of open 
hearted benevolence for which we were created to show forth what God is like…to show 
forth God’s glory to the world. How can you be puffed up when you see that? 

True wisdom is revealed by God’s Spirit, so humble yourself look to the cross, be transformed. 

COMMUNION: 
This table teaches us that this wisdom is our in Christ, we need only seek it and it will be found. 
Why? Because this bread is not here so that we will think about bread…it’s here so we will think 
about the body it represents as broken for us…to that we will take the symbol and ingest it and 
reckon it as our own…as our possession of God’s life sustaining grace. We don’t just see wine…
we see wine representing blood that was shed for us…to bind us in covenant with God. And we 
drink it recognizing that this sign signifies that the grace of this blood is mine…it has been given 
to me…and I am invited to freely take and enjoy it to the glory of God. This isn’t a meal for the a 
team…you don’t have to be good to come here you have to be broken to come here. If you are 
not a Christian…if you are not broken over your sin…if you do not feel the need for grace from 
God I would ask you to please refrain from coming forth. We aren’t going to judge you…but this 
meal is for those who have joined themselves to Christ…I would encourage you to stay in your 
seat and pray and ask God…if everything I just said is true…reveal it to me…and see what 
happens.


